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COUNTABLE PARACOMPACTNESS IN
PRODUCT SPACES

PHILLIP ZENOR

Abstract. The main purpose of this paper is to show that

Xa is normal if and only if (1) X" is normal for each n, and (2) X"

is countably paracompact. Furthermore, X" is perfectly normal

if and only if X" is hereditarily countably paracompact. Also, the

compact Hausdorff space X is metrizable if and only if X3 is

hereditarily countably paracompact.

This note was prompted by [4], where Michael offers an example

of a space X such that for each n, Xn is paracompact, but X" is not

normal. Following the current notation, Xn denotes the topological

product of n copies of X and X" denotes the product of countably

many copies of X. For each integer n, (Pn denotes the projection of X"

onto Xn. Throughout this paper, our spaces are assumed to be

Hausdorff. The following lemma is due to Ishikawa [2]:

Lemma A. The space X is countably paracompact if and only if for

each monotonie decreasing sequence {Hn} of closed sets with no common

part there is a sequence {Dn} of open sets such that HnEDnfor each n

and such that D"=1 cl Dn = 0.

The next lemma was established in [5 ] :

Lemma B. The space X is normal if for each pair (77, K) of mutually

exclusive closed subsets of X there is a sequence {Dn} of domains such

that 77Cnn"=1 7J.cn;,! cl DnEX-K.

Theorem A. X" is normal if and only if il) Xn is normal for each n

and (2) X" is countably paracompact.

Proof. First, suppose that each X" is normal and X" is countably

paracompact. Let H and K denote mutually exclusive closed subsets

of Xa. The object is to obtain a sequence of domains, {P„}, each

element of which contains 77 such that {Dn} satisfies our Lemma B.

Note that if for some integer n, cl (Pn(H)r\c\ <Pn(K) =0, then there

are mutually exclusive open sets U and V in Xn such that U contains

cl (?n(H) and F contains cl (?n(K). For each integer j we may let

Dj = (P~1(U) and we are through; and so, suppose that, for each n,
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cl G>n(H) H cl S>n(K) j± 0. For each integer «, let P„ = cl <Pn(H)

P\cl (?n(K). Then jo'ñ'íPn)} is a monotonie decreasing sequence of

closed subsets of X" with no common part; and so, according to

Lemma A, there is a sequence { Un} of open subsets of X" such that

(1) for each «, &-l(L,)CUn and (2) Dr_,cl Ut = 0. For each », let
F„ = ô°„(P„). Then Dili cl ^"'(F,,) =0 and for each », FB contains

P„. Now, for each integer », [cl (Pn(H) - V„]C\[cl (Pn(K) - Vn] = 0;

and so, there is an open set Wn in Xn such that cl (?n(H) — VnEWn

Ccl PF„Ccl (P„(P)-F„. For each integer », let Dn = <9ñ1(Wn\JVn).

Clearly, for each integer », HEDn. It remains to show that if x is

a point of P, then x is not in (")£, cl P<. To this end, suppose that

xE [Hilx cl Di](~\K. There is an integer «so that x is not in cl ^'(F«).

Thus, <P„(x) is in cl <Pn(K) — V„. It follows that (Pn(x) is not in cl Wn;

and so, * is not in cl D„ which is a contradiction from which it follows

that KC\[tlticl Di}=0.
Now, suppose that X" is normal but X" is not countably para-

compact. According to our Lemma A, there is a monotonie decreasing

sequence {Hn} of closed subsets of X" with no common part such

that if {Pn} is a sequence of open sets such that P„ contains Hn lor

each », then fiel Dn9á0. Let x and y denote distinct parts of X and

let x" (y°) denote that point of X each coordinate of which is x (y,

resp.). Let

OO 00

// =  U  [(cl (Pn(Hn)) Xxf]    and    K =   U  [(cl (P„(P„)) X y-].
n=l n=l

Then P and K are mutually exclusive closed subsets of X". Since Xa

is normal, there are open sets Pand V in Xa such that cl U(~\cl V=0

and such that HEU and PCF. Note that for each n,

cl (?n(Hn)E<PnU and cl o°„(P„)C0°nF. For each integer «, let P„

= (p-1((PnPno>»F). Now, D".! cl DnEcKUrW) = 0 which is a con-

tradiction from which the theorem follows. The following lemma was

proved in [S]:

Lemma C. The space X is perfectly normal if and only if for each

closed set H there is a sequence {P„} of open sets such that H = D "_, Dn

= nn"=1clP„.

Theorems B-D (and the methods of proof) should be compared to

the results in [3].

Theorem B. If XXY is hereditarily countably paracompact, then

either Y is perfectly normal or every countable discrete subspace of X is

closed in X.

Proof. Suppose that XX Y is hereditarily countably paracompact
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and M = [xi, x2, - - • } is a countable discrete subspace of X

with a limit point x0. Let 77 denote a closed subset of Y. Let Mi

= {(x, y)CXXF|x=x0, yGF-77} and Z = (JlfX Y)\JMi. For each
integer n, let Kn= {ix, y)GZ|x=x„, yG77} and 77„ = Uj1» K%- Then

{77„} is a monotonie decreasing sequence of closed subsets of Z with

no common part. Since Z is countably paracompact, by Lemma

A, there is a sequence {Un} of open sets in Z such that

D/l, cl Ui=0 and HnEUn for each ». For each integer n, let Dn

= {yGF|(x„, y)Gn?-i Ui}. Clearly, PPCPn for each n. Suppose
that yG(F—77) C\ Dili cl P,-. Then (x0, y) is a point of Z that is in

fi," ! cl Ui which is a contradiction. The theorem now follows from

Lemma C.

Theorem C. The compact space X is metrizdble if and only if X3 is

hereditarily countably paracompact.

Proof. It need only be shown that if X3 is hereditarily countably

paracompact, then X is metrizable. Since X3 is homeomorphic to

XXX2, it follows from Theorem B that X2 is perfectly normal. Thus,

X is metrizable since it is compact and has a Ga-diagonal.

Theorem D. X" is perfectly normal if and only if X" is hereditarily

countably paracompact.

Proof. Since any perfectly normal space is hereditarily countably

paracompact [3], we need only show that if X" is hereditarily

countably paracompact, then X" is perfectly normal. To this end,

let x and y denote distinct points of X. For each integer n, let Z„

= xnXy"; i.e., each of the first n coordinates is x and each remaining

coordinate is y. Then the set {Zi, Z2, • • ■ } is a discrete subspace of

Xa that is not closed in X". Now, for each n, X" is homeomorphic to

X'XA'»; and so, by Theorem B, for each n, Xn is perfectly normal.

Thus, by [3, Theorem 2 ], X" is perfectly normal.
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